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TOUCHING
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Texture adds instant
edge to your closet
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COTTAGE
COZY

Relax by the lake
in comfort and style
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FINE
WINE
(LIPS)

Vamp up
your look
with a Pinot
Noir pout
PAGE 4

LUSH
LOCKS

Fall Hair
Special

Look on the bright side: falling temperatures outside are the
perfect excuse to turn up the heat indoors. Say goodbye to frizzies,
get the hot tools out and choose from these five sizzling styles
PAGES 5 & 7
RACHEL MCADAMS AT THE WORLD PREMIERE OF ABOUT TIME, GETTY IMAGES

Exclusive Concentrated Labrador Tea Extract

THE MOST POWERFUL
ANTIOXIDANT
*

CANADIAN
INNOVATION

Five years of research have led to the development of a proprietary extraction process
that concentrates the exceptional properties of Labrador Tea.

100% of women who tested the
AGE CONTROL SUPREME ritual of youth
are convinced of its anti-aging efficacy.**

LISEWATIER.COM
LISEWATIER.COM
AVAILABLE AT SELECTED STORES
SHOPPERS DRUG MART / PHARMAPRIX • JEAN COUTU • THE BAY
SEARS • UNIPRIX • FAMILIPRIX • LONDON DRUGS • BRUNET
* The most powerful antioxidant compared to vitamins C and E, grape seed extract and idebenone. Analysis report: « Détermination d’un indice antioxydant pour comparer divers extraits et composés à partir de la méthode ORAC et d’un
essai utilisant des fibroblastes de peau humaine. » (ORAC: Worldwide recognized scientific method of analysis). Laboratory of separation and analysis of natural products (LASEVE) affiliated to the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi.
** Self-evaluation tests performed with 45 (40-60 years old) and 25 women, respectively applying. Test realized with La Creme, the day Elixir and the night Elixir.
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what we want this week

A TEXTURE TROVE

Don’t depend on colour alone to change up your look—take
inspiration from the art world to combine finishes as appealing
to the touch as they are to look at

1

2

ASK JEANNE

3

Dear Jeanne,
My beau and I are spending
a weekend at a cottage. I’m a
committed city girl, though.
Any great outfit ideas that will
have me feeling comfortable and
ready for adventure? –Kim

4
5
6

1. BOOT CAMP Inject downtown cool into a closet staple
with studs, suede and leather. Pair these chic ankle booties
with skinny jeans and a cozy knit sweater for a laid-back fall
ensemble. Jessica Simpson boots, $175, at Hudson’s Bay
2. TWINKLE TIPS This golden olive-green hue has threads
of metallic shimmer for a high-shine twist to your fall mani.
Chanel Le Vernis in Alchimie, $27, at Chanel beauty counters
3. CUFF IT This artfully wrapped textured cuff sports serious
attitude. Carole Tanenbaum cuff, $650, at caroletanenbaum.com

4. PRECIOUS METALS Gold, silver and copper shades give a
layered necklace added luxe appeal, and make it versatile, too.
Necklace, $12, at Reitmans and reitmans.com 5. BEWITCHING
LIDS This sultry blue-green and brown palette gives plenty of
iridescent options. Dior 5 Couleurs Mystic Metallics Eyeshadow
Palette, $62, at Dior counters and thebay.com 6. STATEMENT
BAG With its clean lines and eye-catching hardware, this tote
has a fashionable sense of authority and goes with all outfits.
Achillea bag, $55, at Aldo stores and aldoshoes.com

–natasha bruno/photography by adrian armstrong

DEAR KIM,
Okay I’m jealous! What could be more romantic than a fall weekend at the cottage with your
honey? You’re right to see comfort as key—the
more comfortable you feel, the more you’re
likely to embrace the great outdoors—or the
great indoors for that matter.
I’d start with footwear. I just bought a fab
pair of Aquatalia boots at Ron White—flat,
suede, over the knee boots. Frye boots are also
a favourite, and always cool for kicking around
in the leaves. You might also want to bring along
a pair of rubber Hunter or Aigle boots, in case
it’s wet or muddy. (And if rain is in the forecast,
pack a no-nonsense raincoat. Moose Knuckles
is a very hip Canadian label that’s done some
very cute raincoats. I’ve got one in bright yellow
that’s become one my favourite pieces.)
For indoors, you might want to get a fun
pair of Manitobah Mukluks. Nothing’s cozier,
and more perfect for cuddling in front of the
fire. I personally have a pair of Ugg moccasins
that I wear religiously at my farmhouse during
the colder months.
Now that your feet are taken care of, it’s
time for some great big sweaters. Of course,
I adore the oversize cable knits in my Edit line,
which have sleeves, but also have a poncho feel
to them. Actually, ponchos are always welcome
in cottage country—they’re cozy and easy and
especially chic this season. Or any of the Aran
style, Irish or Newfoundland hand-knit sweaters
are also classic cottage go-tos. Team one with a
pair of jeggings and you’ll be totally comfy.
I’d also say that a plaid flannel shirt would be
also be welcome: Plaid is so hot this fall.
Don’t forget to pack some cozy socks as well.
You never know how cold your toes may grow
on one of those long, romantic walks!
And speaking of romance, you might want
to have some fun with sleepwear. What about a
cute onesie? Or a cozy little
nightgown might help heat
things up once it’s time to
hit the hay. Have a blast!
And remember: You’re
going to the cottage for
some downtime. Don’t fret
too much over what outfits
to wear. Just bring the right
pieces, and savour every
second of your dreamy
weekend without fretting
about sartorial correctness.
Save those fashion statements for the city!

KATE
MIDDLETON
NAILS COTTAGE
STYLE

Send questions to
askjeanne@thekit.ca.
Jeanne Beker is a
contributing editor to
the Toronto Star and
host of Fashion Television
Channel. Follow on Twitter
@Jeanne_Beker

GQ for Gap

CONVERSE

GQ magazine is collaborating with Gap to bring the magazine’s sartorial
style to stores for a second time. Designed by GQ’s four Best New
Menswear Designers in America for 2013, the line will include accessories
to outerwear, ranging from $30 for a knit beanie to a $348 baseball jacket.
Get in line at Gap stores worldwide or shop gapcanada.ca —Alex Laws

radar

The style news that got us talking this week

Acting out

TYRA
BANKS

If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,
then Tyra Banks has it down. In a blackand-white photography collection titled
Tyra Banks Presents: 15, Banks poses as
15 of the world’s most iconic models,
including Cara Delevingne, Kate Moss
and Linda Evangelista. She posted the
unretouched images in her Twitter feed
(@tyrabanks) and will show the full-sized
prints at Jack Studios in New York City
until November. —Tarah Kennedy

For your daily dose of fashion and beauty news read Radar every morning at thekit.ca

Maison du Converse

Hot on the heels of its point-blanket collaboration with
Hudson’s Bay this month, Converse is at it again, releasing
a series of its classic sneakers with Maison Martin Margiela.
The line features leather-lined Chuck Taylor All Star and
Jack Purcell sneakers hand-painted in a layer of white
paint, a technique the fashion house applies to its readyto-wear collections. Available on havenshop.ca this week
starting at $200. —T.K.

Always nude

Put your best foot forward,
and then take a pic: Christian
Louboutin has created a photo
app that matches your foot’s
skin tone with a shoe from his
new, leg-elongating The Nudes
Collection. The app is available
on iTunes and the shoes on
christianlouboutin.com.
—Brooke Halnan

the edit
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Get more striking ideas at thekit.ca

DOLCE AND
GABBANA
FALL 2013

SPOTTED

WINE LOVERS
RED ALERT
Embrace your inner
Hollywood siren with
a classic claret mouth.
Givenchy Le Rouge Intense
Color Sensuously Mat
Lipstick in Grenat Initié,
$38, sephora.ca

one
minute
miracle

PLUM PERFECT
This lip colour works
overtime to smooth
lines, hydrate and plump
lips. Aveda Nourish-Mint
Smoothing Lip Color
in Sweet Plum,
$23, at Aveda

BOMBSHELL BORDEAUX
Full-bodied wine lipstick
is fall’s biggest beauty
statement—indulge.
Lancôme L’Absolu Rouge
Lipstick in Prune Désir, $35,
at Lancôme counters
and lancome.ca

Jamie
Chung

why we love it
HOLLA, NO COLLAR
A plain white button-down gets a
more casual, flirty fix thanks to the
deep-V neck and lack of collar.

—ASHLEY KOWALEWSKI

Fresh Crème Ancienne Ultimate Nourishing
Honey Mask, $150, sephora.ca

TIP

Relaxed silhouettes
don’t need to be
casual. The secret
is a few fab
accessories.

—ALEX LAWS

This splurge-worthy mask packs a double
beauty whammy: it uses 38 per cent pure
honey to provide super hydration, while the
wrinkle-nixing power of echinacea smooths
out imperfections and signs of aging.
The sweet scent is the icing on the cake.

LADY IS A VAMP
This burgundy
red is a great way to switch
up your classic. Bourjois
Paris Rouge Edition Lipstick
in Pretty Prune, $20, at
Shoppers Drug Mart
and Pharmaprix

OUTFIT ENVY

The actor expertly plays
with proportion in an
elegant ensemble at
New York Fashion Week

SWEET SKIN
SALVATION

GRAPE EXPECTATIONS
Lightweight, high-shine
colour in a hazel
hue with gold flecks is
so now. Revlon Super
Lustrous Lipstick in
Foxy Lady, $10, at
mass retailers

EASY EXTRAS
Chung’s outfit takes centre
stage with a delicate
necklace and bracelet.
FUNKY CLUTCH
A small spotted clutch is the
unexpected addition here and
playfully ties the outfit together.
KNEE-LENGTH LOVE
This full just-above-theknee skirt is super feminine,
flattering and versatile.
STRAPPY CHIC
Pointed toe shoes are oh-so-now and
the winding straps are the perfect
balance of sexy and elegant.

BACKSTAGE BEAUTY: PETER STIGTER. OFF-FIGURE PHOTOGRAPHY: GEOFFREY ROSS. CELEBRITY PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES. ILLUSTRATIONS: AMBER HICKSON

SOFT & SWEET
This berry-sangria hue will
coat your lips in nutrientrich moisture for a softer,
more kissable mouth. M.A.C
Cosmetics Mineralize Rich
Lipstick in Lush Life, $26,
maccosmetics.com

Rich burgundy lips give you
femme-fatale appeal —INGRIE WILLIAMS
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POWER TOOLS
ON THE COVER

Whether you’re after bombshell bounce or straight-edged strands,
the latest high-tech, high-temperature hair gadgets are worth a whirl
JILL DUNN

Fall is the perfect time to get creative with the latest hair tools (buh-bye, summer frizz!). But how do you
know what’s right for your hair type, worth the investment, and, most importantly, won’t damage your locks?
(Remember the unfortunate video blogger who scorched off her strands mid-tutorial? Moment of silence
for her mane, please.) These tools will let you safely curl or flatten, and shave precious minutes off your
a.m. blow-dry. Turn up the heat with some of our fall favourites.
KIT RATING:

(1 is the easiest; 5 is
the most challenging)

THE LOOK:

goof-proof waves
THE SECRET WEAPON: T3 BodyWaver Professional Curling Iron, $175, murale.ca.
WHY WE LOVE IT: The large barrel sets the BodyWaver apart. Wrapping hair

around it creates movement and polished waves – not curls. Ceramic heaters
close to the outside of the barrel deliver consistent heat for healthy styling.

BEST SUITED FOR: Longer hair.
STYLING REINFORCEMENTS: To give hair extra body and hold, rake mousse through
damp hair before you style it. We like Bumble and Bumble Thickening Full Form
Mousse, $37, at sephora.ca and select salons.
EASE FACTOR: We love that the large barrel makes it easier to avoid amateur dents.

RACHEL MCADAMS

THE LOOK:

sleek power bob
THE SECRET WEAPON: Rowenta Beauty Professional Titanium

Ceramic Iron, $219, rowentabeauty.ca

WHY WE LOVE IT: The beveled edges and ceramic plates glide
through strands fast, so you can zip through your morning routine.
“Ceramic is definitely less damaging, because it distributes heat
evenly,” says Véronique Beaupré, a Montreal stylist.
BEST SUITED FOR: Any hair type. Adjust the heat scale according to
your hair: “Fine hair equals lower heat; thick hair equals higher heat,”
says Tony Mplias, Rowenta beauty educator.
STYLING REINFORCEMENTS: Before you style, prep hair adequately.
“The trick is to add a barrier beforehand to coat the hair,” says Marc
Anthony, Toronto celebrity hairstylist. Try Marc Anthony Oil of Morocco
Argan Oil Treatment, $11, at mass-market retailers.
DIFFICULTY RATING: It heats up in just 30 seconds, and is easy to

manoeuvre for straight or curly styles.

NICOLE RICHIE

THE LOOK:

bombshell blowout
THE SECRET WEAPON: Harry Josh Pro Tools Pro Dryer 2000,

$310, hairenvy.com

WHY WE LOVE IT: The brainchild of Harry Josh (the mane man who
caters to Gisele and Amanda Seyfried’s covetable dos), this dryer is
handmade in France. “It’s the couture of hair dryers,” say Josh. “It can
cut your drying time in half, since the airflow is 80 miles per hour.”
Less drying time equals less damage to your hair.
BEST SUITED FOR: Any hair type: Flick the ionic switch on if you have
thick and frizzy strands, and off if you have fine hair – that will add the
most volume, says Josh.
STYLING REINFORCEMENTS: To give your blowout lasting lift, apply a
root-amplifying spray on damp hair before you get started with the dryer.
Try Moroccanoil Root Boost, $29, at moroccanoil.com.
DIFFICULTY RATING: Its so lightweight and easy, it’s already becoming

a cult favourite with A-list actors like Rose Byrne and models like
Miranda Kerr. Having sticker shock? Amortize the price over countless
good hair days: the motor is built for 2,000 hours of blow-drying.

AMANDA
SEYFRIED

HOT TOOL HOW TO from the pros who know
1. USE FLAT
IRONS ON
BONE-DRY
HAIR

“Wet hair can
sizzle and heat
up to dangerous
temperatures
that damage it.”
—Kristjan Hayden,
creative director,
Aveda Canada

2. GO CERAMIC AND IONIC
WITH YOUR HAIR DRYER
“Ions make hair shinier, smoother,
softer, easier to shape, style and
control. The ceramic
heater creates a
reliable, even heat
that never gets
too hot.” —Nick
Arrojo, celebrity
hairstylist, New
York City

3. COMB AS YOU
STRAIGHTEN

“My trick is to use a
comb when you flat iron.
By pulling the hair out and
curving the hair down,
you keep the iron away
from your face to avoid
touching your skin. Plus,
it gives a natural look.”
—Alina Friesen, awardwinning hairstylist,
Vancouver

4. START AT THE SCALP

“When styling with a brush, you can
hold the barrel of your dryer as close
as 1 centimetre from your hair because
the brush will absorb excess heat. If
you are not using a brush, keep the
dryer about 30 centimetres from the
hair. In either case, always attach the
nozzle and work your way from the
scalp downwards. That way you will
keep the scales closed and fight frizz.”
—Véronique Beaupré, co-owner, local
B. salon, Montreal

5. LOOK FOR QUALITY
“A poorly made hot tool will
have you going over your hair
again and again for and will
end up causing more
damage than a
high-quality
tool will.”
—Marc
Anthony,
celebrity
hairstylist,
Toronto

Continued on page 7

get gorgeous

2ND ANNUAL

GALA
TICKETS just $20

100% of the proceeds benefit the cancer support program

Look Good Feel Better

• First 120 ticket holders at event will
receive one gift bag valued at
more than $150*
• Contest at event with incredible
prizes to be won including a
Movado watch and more than
$1,800 worth of gift baskets
• Makeup demos hosted by
editors from The Kit
• Presentation by Sherry Abbott,
Executive Director of
Look Good Feel Better
• Light refreshments
and candy bar

My Kaywa QR-Code

www.murale.ca/lookgoodfeelbetter

http://kaywa.me/HSOf1

Download the Kaywa QR Code Reader (App Store &Android Market) and scan your code!

To purchase your tickets,
contact the stores directly:

MONTRÉAL • OCTOBER 3 at 11 AM
1 Place Ville Marie,
514-875-1593

OTTAWA • OCTOBER 4 at 11 AM
Downtown, 161 Bank St.,
613-234-7781

MANY THANKS TO OUR FABULOUS SPONSORS:

*LIMITED 1 GIFT BAG PER PERSON. LOOK GOOD FEEL BETTER® IS A PROGRAM OF THE CANADIAN COSMETIC, TOILETRY AND FRAGRANCE ASSOCIATION FOUNDATION.
REGISTERED CHARITY #13374 0316 RR0001.
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POWER TOOLS

GET
COZY IN
STYLE

Continued from page 5
THE LOOK:

consistent curls

Conair Curl Secret by
InfinitiPro, $120, Walmart.

• THE NEW UNDERSTATED LUXURY

THE SECRET WEAPON:

• MENSWEAR-INSPIRED TAILORING

WHY WE LOVE IT: This automatic curling iron does the

• A LEATHER HIT FOR EVERY AGE

work for you. Separate hair into one-inch sections and then
watch it get whisked into a 200-degree “curling chamber”
for 10 seconds. When the time is up, your perfectly curled
hair is pops out. Voilà!

iPad

It works on every hair type, but is especially
effective on stubborn, coarse straight hair that doesn’t normally
hold a curl. It takes about 15 minutes to curl a whole head of hair.

THE

get your
leather on

BEST SUITED FOR:

– whatever your age

BEAUTY &
FASHION
OCTOBER 2013

STYLING REINFORCEMENTS: Once cooled, blast curls with a dose of

The
luxury
issue

hairspray to set the look. Try Sally Hershberger Major Body Instant
Dry Style Hairspray, $13, exclusively at Shoppers Drug Mart.

The new look
of high end

DIFFICULTY RATING: While the curling iron works perfectly for lasting curls,

A pinch of punk
Wine-stained lips
Edgy, elegant cuffs
Wavy no-tools locks

there is a learning curve; some may find it heavy or awkward to hold.

Check out our
October magazine
for more hot hair
tips kit2it.com
/wavyhair/

power
dressing

TAYLOR SWIFT

Borrowing from the boys to deluxe add-ons,
we’ve got tk ways to make an impact this fall

THE LOOK:

polished pixie

FREE OCTOBER ISSUE
OUT NOW!
Read it at thekit.ca/newissue/
or download the app

THE SECRET WEAPON: Drybar Smooth Operator

Flatiron, $125, sephora.ca

WHY WE LOVE IT: The extra-slim design makes getting
a sleek look a cinch, even on short hair. “Hold hair from
the ends, pulling it taut and vertical,” says celebrity stylist
Nick Arrojo. “Mist the strand liberally with heat-protecting
thickening lotion before gliding the hot tool over it.”

Publisher, The Kit
Giorgina Bigioni
Chief Content Officer
Doug Wallace

BEST SUITED FOR: The one-inch barrel is ideal for
shorter styles, although it works on any hair type.

Direct advertising
enquiries to:
Associate Publisher
Tami Coughlan
(tlc@thekit.ca)

Editor-in-Chief
Christine Loureiro
Art Director
Jessica Hotson

STYLING REINFORCEMENTS: Prep damp hair with a

heat-repelling product. A cream version like Aveda
Smooth Infusion Glossing Straightener, $26, is great
to make coarser hair behave.

(c) 2013, The Kit,
a division of Toronto
Star Newspapers
Limited. To get in
touch, visit TheKit.ca

Senior Editor
Alex Laws
Assistant Art Directors
Colleen Henman
Kristy Wright

DIFFICULTY RATING: The lightweight tool is easy to

Fashion Editor
Vanessa Taylor

manoeuvre and makes a slick pixie a piece of cake.

Beauty Editor
Deborah Fulsang

RIHANNA

THE COVETEUR WILL RETURN

President,
Star Media Group
John Cruickshank

Online Editor
Emma Yardley

Editor-in-Chief,
Toronto Star
Michael Cooke

Designer
Amber Hickson

VP Strategic
Investments
& New Ventures
Edward Greenspon

Watch for The Coveteur’s next notable celebrity in our October 3rd issue.

www.bourjois.ca

NEW

MASCARA

TWIST UP
THE VOLUME
1
2

SPACED OUT BRISTLES
lengthens and separates
TIGHT BRISTLES
boosts volume

I TWIST THE BRUSH
AND VOILÀ!
I BOOST UP THE VOLUME!

1

2

ONE B

RUSH,

2
ACTIO

NS

TRANSFORMABLE BRUSH

ADVERTISEMENT

MELISSA’S Musts

1.

3.

2.

11.

4.

10.
1 . Ca p e , P I N K TAR TAN | 2 . Je nny Bi rd
necklace, ANDREWS | 3. Criminal Damage
t e e , M E NDO C I NO | 4. Bootie , N I N E
WEST | 5. Mimi Holliday lingerie, LINEA
INTIMA | 6. Marc by Marc Jacobs smoking
slipper, BROWNS | 7 . Jacket, M0851
8. Christian Louboutin handbag, DAVIDS
9. Derek Lam dress, JUDITH & CHARLES
10. Pants, OUI | 11. 3.1 Phillip Lim handbag,
T N T | M E L I S S A I S W E AR I N G: Dress,
PINK TARTAN | Michael Kors ring, CUPIDO
Manolo Blahnik heels, DAVIDS

5.

9.

SHE’S GOT IT. SHE’S ONTO IT. AND SHE’S
READY TO SHARE IT. BAYVIEW VILLAGE
MARKETING DIRECTOR – AND RESIDENT
IT GIRL – MELISSA EVANS-LEE SHARES
HER MUSTS FOR THE SEASON.

6.

7.

8.

FOR MORE OF WHAT YOU’LL BE LOVING ALL SEASON VISIT

BAYVIEWVILLAGESHOPS.COM/MELISSASMUSTSFORFALL2013

BAYVIEW AVE + SHEPPARD AVE
416.226.0404
BAYVIEWVILLAGESHOPS.COM
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NEW
&NOW
Shop our new brands.
Visit our newly
renovated departments.

Shop Hudson’s Bay First For Fall

